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Should you buy this? Yes! It is a really nice game for only 2 euros, I am sure having a lot of fun playing it! Be sure to check it
out if you love achievement hunting like me! :). very fun took me 2 days to complete all achivments.. Sticker Craft is a
crafting/combine puzzle game similar to doodle god, but with diferent style and some funny combinations, and others just
weird. The game doesn't has a secret, just pick one stick (Air) and other (Water) that combines to a new one (Steam) that you
use to combine with others and so on. The game is really short, you can beat it within 2 hours with dedication and paying
attention to some little jokes to make the combinations. The game has 2 main screens, the Crafting, where you click on one
stick and other to combine, and the Inventory, where you have all the sticks that you've unlocked so far, and cliclking on it make
it appears on the Crafting. There is a little button that shows you some sticks that you can unlock, he shows a shadow stick with
the name Zebra, and in your inventory you have Black & White stick and Animal stick (There is also horse stick that could
make more sense, but I get in there soon.), combine it and "Zebra". Some of them are more literal as, "Horned Monkey",
"Winged Monkey" and others. But some of them are just impossible to guess just by the name. "Rare Fish" (Ok, let me fish
sometime and soon this appears) No, you combine Lake + Dinamite. What? And what about Pirate? It could be simple as
Human + Ship, no man, it's Cyclops + Human, what's this? (If it's some mythology reference, I'm sorry, I dind't get it.). The
hints are very useful here when guessing by the name is impossible, but you can only use 3 per day. Since I dind't want to use a
guide I played this everyday for the last month to get some hints, because I really got stuck on some stickers. In the end I used a
guide because of Wild Sticks. They are special sticks that appears with some conditions. Like Rare Fish (A lot) and mountain,
no you don't combine, you just put it on the screen and then Cyclops (Wild) appears, so you use Stickerizer (A special stick to
catch the Wild ones [Gotta get'em all!] and you can use it). There is also the Day and Night cycle, that follows your computer
time to set it, if it's before 6PM it's day, after it's night, until 6AM (I think so). Why this exist? Only to get 2. 2. TWO!!! Wild
Sticks, and nothing more (I think it's only 2 because I played all this game on afternoons, and changed clock to get those). The
soundtracks is 2 musics, really happy and that, somehow, works very well with the game, the bad side, it's just 2 musics, end one
play the other and restart. There is a lot of combination with some jokes, others that just don't make any sense and others that is
too much literal. The game is good, the soundtrack got me, even been only 2 short musics, and after a time annoying too, but the
game has no dificult and what is hard to combine it's because is impossible to guess without a hint or a guide. The game's price
isn't good in my opinion, for what this game could be, yet it has a lot of sticks on the game that could combine to get new ones,
right now it has 221 stickers, but while playing I bet I did more than 300 ideas for it. I hope the developer (s?) can come with a
new update with a lot of new sticks, because isn't hard to make new ones, the art style is really kid in my opinion (and yet I love
this kind of art). You can buy it without fear if: -You like indie games; -You like cheap games; -You like fast games; -You like
kid art style; -You like puzzle games; -You like to say to yourself "This makes no sense." But if you want something "harder" I
recommend Doodle God games, and you can play on your browser for free. 63/100 "Good, but could be better.". I picked this
up on sale for 0.59, please keep that in mind. Sticker Craft is a very simple game, but with a lot of hidden easter eggs to
discover. You play by combining two stickers together in the hope that the game will consider them a match, if it does you get a
new sticker. You may then combine your new sticker with other stickers resulting in a large amount of potential combinations. I
think whether or not you will enjoy this game comes down to two simple factors. 1. Will you be satisfied with a game which
consists of nothing but combining stickers? There is no real objective outside of figuring out all the combinations and collecting
all the 200+ stickers. As a puzzle game it feels a little limited due to the lack of gameplay mechanics/challenges, so I'd suggest
thinking of it more as a Cookie Clicker-type game but with a puzzle theme. 2. Do you enjoy oldschool puzzle games/point-and-
click adventure games where combining things in your inventory to complete puzzles sometimes went completely out of the
realm of logic? I found that Sticker Craft mostly remained logical with its combination solutions, however some of the stickers
required very farfetched combinations to unlock. The game wasn't always consistant either; sometimes requiring you to combine
two of the same sticker to unlock a larger variant, other times not. For example the method for raft>boat was not the same as
the method for boat>ship. If your answer to both questions is a yes, then I definitely recommend Sticker Craft. But if you are
seeking a puzzle game with more depth or consistancy this is not it. If you feel unsure I'd recommend picking it up during a sale.
I found the art charming and the music relaxing, and although I had a few issues with the game as a whole, I enjoyed figuring
out all the different combinations and discovering the easter eggs.. Worth about what I payed for it but there are better games of
this type out there.. As you've no-doubt suspected, it's a lot like the Doodle series, and, as others have said, some of the
combinations are (in my opinion) ridiculous. [Spoiler Warning!] For example, a monkey is made by mixing a Caveman with a
Forest. Huh? Animal + Tree I'd get. Human + Forest might make some kind of sence (but not really.). Caveman + Forest is just
plain weird. And this is hardly the only example. Want to make a Workbench? You might think you'd need Wood +
Tool/Hammer, but you'd be wrong. It's Ore + Tool. Horns are not Knife/Axe/Tool + Animal/Dinosaur/Bull, oh no, that'd make
sence. Nope, Horns are Animal + Stick. If you can logically explain that, then you'll love this game. Otherwise, you'll likely be
frustrated. [End of Spoilers] As frustrating as the illogical combinations are at times, there are guides to help you find all the
combinations. (The in-game hint system limits you to a certain number of hints per day, which makes little sence since you are
just going to then proceed to go online and get the answers. At least the hint system still lets you feel like you figured something
out.) All that being said, the graphics are cute, and some of the combinations made me laugh. If it was a $5 game, I'd probably
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give a different rating, but this game is $2, has acheivements and cards, and is reasonably fun for that price point. The fact that I
got a Water Sticker Emoticon and a few hours of fun out of the game makes it a worthwhile purchase, in my opinion.. This
game would be best Aimed at kids, i found it to be very boring, the artwork was cute. but yeah. best aimed at kids this one, the
cute artwork got me interested, but once i loaded the game.. A really good timewaster. Combine elements to receive new
stickers that feature nice artwork. Rattles your brain and keeps you thinking about what might be possible - and only gives you 3
hints per day so you don't overuse it. Very nice game for a low and completely justified price.. Its more challenging and fun than
it actually looks to complete 8/10 Odly fun and needed to work with community to finish it "quickly" (aka as in finishing up the
last few pieces after hints are 0) The community was quite lively and active during the creation of the guide Hint: Giant potion
only appears at daytime Shrinkingpotion only at nighttime You can change your clocktime and get the potions that way (or
theoretically to gain more hints than the 2-3 a day limit). This is a short and simple puzzle game, than can be adicting, but has no
replay value once completed. I finished this in a mere weekend of on and off playing, so I do advise picking it up at a proper
discount. To get an idea of what this game is : you start with 4 stickers, and you can pick any 2 of them and combine them to
unlock new stickers, untill you discovered all 120-ish of them. This game did not invent that kind of gameplay, in fact it was
Doodle God that invented it (Doodle God is free to play on facebook and HTLM, if you google for it) so I suggest you play that
free to play version first to decide if it is something for you. Once I completed Doodle God I was thirsty for more, but there are
very few games like it, Aliximy is another free to play HTLM game, that you can google for and play. other than that nothing,
untill I discovered this one. It is the first game of this type I actually paid any money for, even though it was mere pennies, as I
did it at 90% discount. See this as buying and eating a candybar from a vending machine in your break, same price, same
enjoyment, but without the extra calories.
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